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Shskespeare wss riht thstti rcsa by any other rtsma would smell ss ss.-cz- t, but stereo is cnother story.
At Stereo Studio wa hsvs sssembled soma of tha finest terms in stereo components End hsva bench tested
them ourselves to bs sura of tha performsncs. XVa prcmha not to tell you a turkey even if it is dmost
Thenksjiving.

The Meriton H F 25G0SP-3CC- 0 Integrated Music system lectures FET
front end tuner, and Phase Locked Loop circuit to keep FM stereo distor-
tion low, end increase stereo separation. Tuning meter and built in AFC
assure precise tuning and drift-fre-e reception. CSR 3-spe-ed sutornatic
manual turntable Includes viscous-dampe- d cueing and calibrated stylus
pressure gauge. Control section has provision for remote speakers, and
provides 12 watts per channel RMS, both channels driven into 8 ohms,
with no more than 2 THD, 30 Hz-20kH- z.
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i Stereo Eight has for its control section the new Yamaha

CR-45- 0 AMFM Stereo Receiver. Its features, including
continuous loudness control, low and high filters, and dual
headphone jacks are those found in tcp-of-the-li- ne receivers.
Its specifications are excellent in all respects: an amplifier
that delivers 25 watts per channel, both channels driven into
8 ohms, from 20 Hz to 20,000 Hz at no more than 0.1 THD
and IM distortion. Combined with a precision three-gange- d

tuning capacitor, the FET RF stage provides excellent
sensitivity of clear reception even in weak signal areas, plus
outstanding image frequency rejection.

Note that Stereo Eight contains the same Larger Advent
Loudspeakers which are offered in Stereo Seven, except that
the cabinets are of fine hand rubbed walnut. The Larger

IAdvent Loudspeakers are fully capable of reproducing excel-

lent bass when driven by the exceptionally clean; powerful
Yamaha CR-45- 0. .

The B.1X. Celt-driv- e model 30 multiple pl3y manual
turntable provides a simple, quiet, wow-fre-e method of moving the platter and
isolating it from the motor. Its sophisticated tonearm includes tracking
fooe and anti-skat- e controls, plus compensation for conical or elliptical stylus. Cueing is
viscous damped in both directions, with adjustable cueing time. The B.I.C. 00 includes walnut
base, dust cover and Ortofon F15E elliptical stylus magnetic cartridge that has a frequency
response and channel balance with only 2 d3 variation withfn the 20 - 20 kHz frequency range.
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